4 Łowmiański 1963, 14-21 . Th e criteria are: hereditary princely lordship, the existence of a princely military force separate from the army of the people, and the existence of public taxes on which the prince himself decided, not the people's assembly. According to Łowmiański, these criteria testify to the existence of state power in the hands of the prince and separate from the tribal organs, refl ected as the result of social stratifi cation and the separation of the ruling class from the common members of the tribe. Cf. Grafenauer 1964, 220 and note 37. 5 Primarily, but not exclusively Grafenauer 1946, 77 ff .; Grafenauer 1950a, 151 ff .; Grafenauer 1952; Grafenauer 1955 Grafenauer , 1125 Grafenauer 1958 Grafenauer -1959 Grafenauer 1960, 35 ff .; Grafenauer 1963, 19 ff .; Grafenauer 1964, 213 conditio sine qua non of every state, and this was not a new fi nding; Marxist theory saw the causes for social stratifi cation in the economic, internal development of the individual social community. Based on this thesis, the Polish historian Łowmiański elaborated criteria that could be used to establish whether a society had already made the transition from a tribal union to a higher quality -a state. 4 Th ese were the theoretical premises used in Slovenia aft er the Second World War to re-evaluate the oldest Slovene history, that of Carantania.
5 Th e reinterpretation of (largely) previously known historical sources sought to demonstrate that the development of Carantania was for the most part nothing but a matter of the internal organic development of its society, and it was among others claimed that "the emergence of a common territorial name (by which is meant Carantanians (!) and not Carantania, note P. Š.), and not a tribal name, was undoubtedly connected with the lordship of the Carantanian prince over the entire territory of the principality, thus providing evidence that the tribal union was already changing into a fi rmer state organisation. "
6 But this conclusion is false because "Carantanians" was not a territorial name, but a tribal one, explicitly attested in contemporary sources.
7 Th e emergence of this name cannot be interpreted in the sense that a tribal union was changing into a state organisation, but rather that the new name resulted from a specifi c ethnogenetic process -the formation of the tribe of the Carantanians. And because early medieval tribes (gentes) were not communities of shared origin, but in principle polyethnic communities -whether Slavic, Germanic, or steppe nomadicwhich were not connected into entities by blood relationship, but by
